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the early members of the
Royal Society (founded
350 years ago), problems
of visibility were made
all the more acute by the
comparative newness of
their arguments about
physical causation, as well
as the elusiveness of many
of the phenomena that
they sought to represent.
Whether microscopic
bodies, air pressure, or
the innards of the human
brain, the things that the
society’s early members
took an interest in exacted
enormous skill from their
observers and posed very
great obstacles to clear and
persuasive representation.
Thomas Willis’s Anatomy
of the Brain and Nerves,
first published in Latin in
1664 as Cerebri Anatome,
cui accessit Nervorum
Descriptio et Usus, should
be regarded as one of the
Fig. 1 – Quarto Engraved Plate from Willis’s Cerebri Anatomost important works
me, showing a sheep’s brain viewed from the base, partially
produced by the Royal
sliced open pinned to a board. From Wellcome Collections.
Society’s early fellowship.
Indeed, to some extent
it was a product of the philosophical circle
Two sorts of invisibility dog all scientific
based in Oxford that provided the core of the
practice. The first concerns the difficulties
Society’s early fellowship. Alongside Willis,
faced by observers. In order to see anything
Sedleian Professor of Natural Philosophy at
at all, observers often require special skills,
Oxford since 1660, substantial work was caras well as the concentration of technological
ried out towards the book by the architect and
or other resources in the right place and the
natural philosopher Christopher Wren, as well
right time. Without this combination of skills
and resources, some phenomena may as well as Richard Lower, a practising physician and
be invisible to them. No one, for example, can physiologist. Ask any neurologist today why
Willis’s work is important, and he or she will
see microscopic phenomena without a microscope. Just as importantly, however, many tell you that the Anatomy is the founding work
of modern neurology (a term that Willis seems
people lack the training to see microscopic
to have coined himself ). A lot of articles
phenomena with a microscope. The second
are published about Willis’s work in medical
sort of invisibility is just as fundamental, and
history journals, and nearly all of them are
concerns the transmission of those observawritten by medics seeking to understand its
tions. What has become visible to a skilful
contribution to their own discipline. Among
scientific practitioner may remain invisible
these contributions are the localization of
to most people unless it can be transmitted
different brain functions to different structures
in a useful, durable and persuasive way. For

Editorial
As we near the end of the Royal Society’s
350th birthday, this issue celebrates
and reflects on its place in the history of
science. In our feature article, Alexander
Wragge-Morley analyses an early Society
production, Thomas Willis’s Anatomy of the
Brain and Nerves of 1664; Felicity Henderson brings us up-to-date in the Viewpoint
column as she details the year of commemorative events. And Jeff Hughes tells
of plans for the South Bank Science Centre
that never was. Turn to page 8 for reviews
of the essay collection Seeing Further, and
the new exhibition at Carlton House Terrace.
Many thanks to the 136 of you who completed our recent readers’ survey: we hope
to make a summary of your responses
available online soon. Reports from the
very successful Annual Conference in Aberdeen, as well as from two BSHS-sponsored
meetings, are found on pages 10-11. Jim
Bennett is our interviewee on page 14.
Contributions to the next issue should
be sent to newsletter@bshs.org.uk by 15th
December 2010.
Melanie Keene, Editor
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medium of paper. For
anything to be intelligible, it had to be capable
of being impressed onto
the human senses to be
converted into an image.
The Royal Society’s early
members attached great
importance to the easy
visualization of their
observations because
they equated the possibility of knowing about
them with the possibility of forming images of
them. This brings us to
the second main point of
interest that I find in the
Anatomy. The work does
not simply describe the
mechanism by which,
according to Willis, the
brain produces images; it
is also a bravura exercise
in making the brain and
its functions visible to
readers in precisely the
ways that the mechanism
was best fitted to cope
with. It reckons with the
possibility that the brain’s
bodies and mechanisms
might remain invisible to
untrained eyes.
It was no easy feat for
Willis and his helpers to
Fig. 2 – Quarto Engraved Plate showing the ‘fifth and sixth’ pair
turn their anatomical
of cranial nerves. From Wellcome Collections.
observations into concise
descriptions and simple
images: ‘yea the parts of the Brain’, writes
in the brain, as well as the discovery of the
Willis, ‘are so complicated and involved […]
so-called ‘Circle of Willis’, the circle of arteries
that it may seem a more hard task to institute
that supplies blood at the base of the brain.
its perfect Anatomy, than to delineate on a
In spite of all this, Willis’s Anatomy is almost
plain, the flexions and Meanders of some
invisible to historians of science. No-one has
Labyrinth.’ Yet the Anatomy is packed with
published seriously about it since 1990, and it
devices, both graphic and verbal, to help
is difficult to tell whether the book should be
readers form images of the Brain’s structures
important to our understanding of the work
and systems. None of these are as straightof the early Royal Society’s fellowship.
forward as they seem.
By investigating Willis’s strategies for
Take the work’s illustrations. Almost none
representing the brain and its functions we
of them show the brain or nerves in their
can learn important general lessons about
natural state. Figure 1, for example, shows
the sort of knowledge he and his contemthe brain of a sheep partially sliced open,
poraries were trying to make. The Anatomy
and pinned flat to a board. Figure 2 maps
is immensely useful for this sort of study for
out two of the pairs of cranial nerves, while
two reasons. First, it is a book that describes
Figure 3 is a map of the human nervous
in detail the way Willis and his contemporarsystem as far down as the thorax. Normally,
ies thought that knowledge was made by
images like the sheep’s brain are attributed
the organs of brain and nervous system.
to Christopher Wren, while those mapping
The images formed by the imagination in
the nervous system are attributed to Richard
response to sensory stimuli were, they argued,
Lower. Although there is some evidence for
caused by a series of physical impressions,
this attribution, it is not conclusive. Lower
made first on the senses and then conveyed
himself wrote to Robert Boyle in June 1663,
to sensitive liquors in the brain. Contempoexplaining that:
raries likened this process to the action of a
Dr. Wren hath drawn most excellent
printing press, imprinting letters into the soft

schemes of the Brain […] according to the
doctor’s [Willis’s] design, and the next week
he will have finished the scheme of the
eighth pair of nerves, and then all the work
is at an end.
It certainly seems, then, that Wren was also
involved in at least some of the maps of the
nerves. In fact, the only image showing the
nerves mentioned by Lower as being drawn
by Wren (perhaps even after initial drawings
by Lower), is the map in Figure 3.
Perhaps it is better to consider the meaning of Lower’s mention that Wren drew the
brain ‘according to the doctor’s design’, than to
make uncertain attributions. The differences
in the Anatomy’s images offer clues not only to
who might have drawn them, but to the purposes for which Willis intended them. There
are two especially important points to make
here. The first is that the images are not the
Anatomy’s main representational tool. Willis
explains that they are included to make verbal
descriptions more intelligible, not to stand
alone. The purpose of Figure 2, for example, is
‘that the descriptions of the aforesaid nerves
might be better understood’. The second
point is that the stylistic differences between
images like Figure 1 and Figure 3 were caused
by Willis’s deliberate representational choices,
rather than the possible differences in their
authorship.
In fact, stylistic qualities similar to those
discernible in the Anatomy’s images can be
found in its verbal descriptions. Moreover,
these differences taken together can easily
be mapped onto strategies recommended
by contemporaries for the persuasive art of
rhetoric. Figure 3 is a great example. This map
of the nervous system seems to privilege an
understanding of the relationships between
the nervous system’s different parts over the
apparent realism found in Figure 2. In one
place in the Latin text, Willis refers to this
Figure with the puzzling term ‘hypotyposis’.
‘Hypotyposis’ is a technical term used in rhetoric to signal a vivid description that attempts
to ‘paint’ many parts of a scene before a
reader all at once. Elsewhere, Willis refers to
some of his verbal descriptions by the same
complicated name. A close study of those
descriptions shows that they have qualities
in common with Figure 3. They, unlike most
of the Anatomy’s descriptions, do not aim to
describe the forms of the brain and nervous
system, but to give the reader an idea of the
interrelationships between forms that have
already been described elsewhere. With the
term ‘hypotyposis’, Willis seems to be signalling a description or image that helps readers
to come to grips with the interrelationships
between different parts.
For the most part, however, Willis’s descriptions and images aim to help the reader to
visualise the forms and textures of the brain
and nervous system. This seems readily
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apparent in the case of images like Figure 1.
The text, however, achieves this with rhetorical strategies that were well-known to Willis
and his contemporaries from their education,
as well as updated books of rhetorical practice. One of the most obvious of these is ‘comparison’, a rhetorical device that can be used
to make an object that is hard to comprehend
easier to visualise through a comparison to
something better-known or easy to imagine.
The Anatomy drips with such comparisons,
and virtually every single one has the same,
distinct stylistic quality. Some examples of
these are: ‘a net admirably variegated or flourished’, ‘two stems’, ‘two out-stretched wings’,
‘a Flood-gate’, ‘a bubble’, ‘the bill of a Pelican’,
‘four Mole-hills’, a ‘Machine or Clock’, ‘distinct
Store-houses’ and ‘so many little holes in a
Honey-comb’. They work by comparing parts
of the brain and nervous system to familiar,
medium-sized bodies that readers may easily
picture in their minds. No single point of
comparison has precedence over another; the
point is that all the comparisons help readers
to imagine the brain’s morphology by picturing for themselves familiar visible things.
What can we learn from Willis’s use of
rhetorical devices like ‘comparison’ and
‘hypotyposis’? His precise use of rhetorical
devices certainly has something to tell us
about the persistence of rhetorical forms in
both the words and images of natural history
during the seventeenth century. Yet Willis did
not, like classical writers, view rhetoric as a
means of producing ‘mere’ effects. He saw it
as one of the main means for giving his readers knowledge of a subject. This was largely
because, as is made clear in the Anatomy itself,
these philosophers thought that knowledge
about things could only be produced through
impressions made on the senses. Visibility
was crucial in determining the extent to which
elusive subjects like the brain’s mechanisms
could be made ‘thinkable’. The hypotyposes
and comparisons in the Anatomy, then, are
not only neat devices designed to make the
brain and nervous system easier to imagine.
They also present information to the senses
in the visualisable form that, as Willis and his
friends saw it, made thinking possible. By
using rhetoric to produce effective impressions on the senses and imagination, Willis
was making the brain thinkable according to
the exact conditions for thought as laid out by
the Anatomy.
By pursuing the Anatomy’s basic strategies
for making its subject visible to readers we can
learn an enormous amount about its author’s
conception of knowledge and its conditions in
general. What is striking about the Anatomy is
the work’s focus on producing images that its
readers can easily visualise. Generally, it does
this not by representing the brain itself, but by
representing a cascade of substitutes in the
form of comparisons to familiar, visible bodies.

More important to Willis than making exact
representations of the brain and nervous
system is the production of thinkable visualisations that allow readers to understand how
bodies interact with each other. Willis’s use of
rhetoric holds further messages for us. To a
surprising extent, many historians of science
still treat the work of natural historians – especially their verbal descriptions – as if it were
self-evident. The Anatomy’s representational
strategies are a reminder of just how pointed
and un-obvious natural historical representa-

tions can be. Willis’s hypotyposes and comparisons are sustained by an epistemology
that favours causal mechanisms that can be
visualised. In other words, they feed and are
fed by the view of physical causation – known
as the ‘mechanical philosophy’ – that the Royal
Society’s early members promoted.
Alexander Wragge-Morley
University of Cambridge
aiw23@cam.ac.uk

Fig. 3 – Fold-out (from quarto) engraved plate from Willis’s Cerebri Anatome mapping the
human nervous system as far down as the thorax. By kind permission of the syndics of
Cambridge University Library.
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BSHS News

BSHS Prizes
BSHS Singer Prize

The Singer Prize, of up to £300, is awarded by
the British Society for the History of Science
every two years to the writer of an unpublished essay, based on original research into
any aspect of the history of science, technology or medicine. The Prize is intended for
younger scholars or recent entrants into the
profession.
The Prize may be awarded to the writer of
one outstanding essay, or may be awarded
to two or more entrants. The Prize will usually
be presented at the BSHS annual conference
and the Society will contribute towards the
winner’s travel expenses for attending the
meeting. Publication in the British Journal for
the History of Science will be at the discretion
of the Editor. Essays under consideration elsewhere or in press are not eligible.
For full details of the Prize rules, wordcounts and formatting, see the BSHS website:
http://www.bshs.org.uk/prizes/singer-prize.
Entries (3 copies, stating the number of
words) should be sent to the Executive Secretary, to arrive not later than 15th December
2010. Enquiries only by email to secretary@
bshs.org.uk.

BSHS Slade Prize

JAMES SUMNER

Simon Schaffer receives the 2009 BSHS Slade Prize from Jeff Hughes in Leeds, July
2010. The £300 prize is awarded biennially to the writer of an essay (published or unpublished) that makes the best critical contribution to the history or historiography of science/
technology/medicine.

BSHS conferences
Postgraduate Conference
4-6 January 2011,
University of Manchester
The BSHS Postgraduate Conference is an
annual event for postgraduate students from
the UK and abroad. The entire conference is
organised for and by postgraduates working
within the History of Science, Technology and
Medicine and related fields. Its purpose is to
encourage links between postgraduates in
these areas, who may often be isolated from
others in their field of study. This conference will be an excellent opportunity to
give a short paper, discuss ongoing research
interests, and make contacts and friends with
other students in similar fields. Our aim is for
postgraduates to convene from a wide range
of universities and disciplines to discuss our
common interests and present our research in
a friendly and receptive environment.
We welcome papers of fifteen minutes in
length on any aspect of the History of Science,
Technology and Medicine from postgraduate students from the United Kingdom and
abroad. Please submit an abstract of no more

than 300 words in length, using the form
which can be downloaded from the webpage
below, to pgconference2011@bshs.org.uk no
later than Friday 12th November 2010.
The abstract-form, and further information,
can be found at
http://www.chstm.manchester.ac.uk/
newsandevents/conferences/bshspostgraduate2011/
The deadline for registration and payment
for attendance at the conference will be 6th
December 2010.

Annual Conference
14-17 July 2011, University of Exeter
The next BSHS Annual Conference will take
place at the University of Exeter from 14–17
July 2011. The conference will take place at
Queens Building, located on Streatham campus close to the city centre with its magnificent 12th century cathedral. A former private
botanical garden and arboretum, Exeter
arguably possesses one of the most beautiful

campuses in Britain. Accommodation will be
available on campus with en-suite facilities.
Further information about the facilities at
Exeter is available at http://www.exeter.ac.uk/
visit/.
The programme will include parallel
themed sessions, plenary lectures, education
and outreach activities, and a Conference Dinner at Holland Hall overlooking the Exe valley.
A more extensive social programme is being
developed by the local organisers, including trips to the Jurassic coasts and Cornwall,
were the University of Exeter has additional
campuses. There will also be the opportunity
for delegates to explore the many attractions
to be found in the city, including its links with
the history of science.
The University of Exeter has a strong presence in interdisciplinary studies of science,
especially at the intersection of history of
science and history of medicine. Two research
centres, the Centre for Medical History and
the ESRC Centre for Genomics in Society, bear
witness to a vibrant research community. A
call for papers with more information will be
published this autumn. For inquiries, please
contact bshsExeter2011@bshs.org.uk.
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Applying for Jobs
Continuing our informal series of practical advice, Aileen Fyfe offers some tips from her recent
(and finally successful!) experience of applying for lecturing jobs (whether permanent or shortterm contract).
Finding jobs to apply for

Online applications

Don’t just think ‘history of science’. You’ve
surely realised there are very few explicitly
HSTM lectureships on offer, so search the
jobs websites under ‘history’, and your
geographical and chronological specialism. (But see also my final point, about
being convincing when applying for these
broader positions.)

committees, or organising conferences); and,
if you’re currently in an academic job, consider
headings for administrative responsibilities,
graduate/research supervision and external
funding awards (give the grant values!). As
you gain experience, it becomes more of a
challenge to fit all this on two pages, so it’s
worth being ruthless about more distant or
low-level items in the interests of an effective
opening to the CV.

The cover letter

Research statement

Think of this as a means of ‘pitching’
yourself. The letter should make clear what
your research area is (preferably in broader
terms that might interest a general history
department); and what your research,
teaching and administrative/professional
experience is. Indicate what modules you
might teach, or what programmes you
might contribute to, and make it clear
why you would be an asset to the hiring
department. If a person specification has
been supplied, indicate how you meet
some of the more interesting requirements
(things that might not be obvious enough
from your CV). I remember being told that
a cover letter should be no more than two
pages; I’m now a fan of even greater brevity for packing maximum punch.

You may be asked for a statement of your current, past and future research interests, or you
may choose to include one (it can be a way of
keeping your covering letter from getting too
long, especially if you have more than your
PhD project to talk about). If no word limit is
mentioned, keep it to one page. Try to make
your past and current projects seem organically related; and make sure you have some
future plans.

Many universities now let you apply electronically. It may be a case of emailing a
set of attachments to the HR department,
but it often involves an online web-form.
If emailing or uploading documents,
convert them to PDF first to minimise the
chances of your careful formatting being
garbled by someone else’s computer.
Beware of text boxes which allow only a
limited number of words or characters,
and be aware that you might be allowed
to upload only one document. If you’re
only allowed one document, you’ll have
to combine your covering letter, CV, list of
publications, etc, into a single document,
and that can be a formatting nightmare.
Ideally, convert each document to PDF and
then merge the PDFs (you can download
free software for these sorts of tasks, e.g.
PDFill Tools). Never be tempted to leave an
online application until 5pm on the day of
the deadline!

Names of referees

And finally, some longer-term tips...

You usually need three referees, which, for
most junior academics, usually means your
current head of department, your PhD supervisor and someone else who ideally comes
from a different institution (or country!) from
the other two. You might select different
referees for different applications, as a way of
demonstrating your appeal to different audiences (e.g. history of science, British history,
Victorian studies, cultural history). Always
brief your referees, so they know what sort of
a job they’re trying to write you into.

If you’re job-hunting over a prolonged
period, there are some ways in which you
can make yourself more convincing as
an applicant for non-HSTM jobs. If, for
instance, you’re going to claim to be a British historian, you should consider teaching
some modules that look like British history;
publishing articles in the appropriate journals; and going to different conferences. If
you routinely present at BSHS, publish in
BJHS and give modules on the Scientific
Revolution, it will be difficult to convince
a hiring department that you can teach
beyond your specialism and have research
interests that mesh with non-historians of
science!

The CV
Like the covering letter, you want this to
be clear, easy-to-read and an effective
marketing pitch. You may have heard that
academic CVs don’t have to stick to the
usual ‘two-page rule’, but don’t be misled:
you can have extra pages to list your
publications, your conference/seminar
papers, and your outreach work etc, but
you should still aim to get the key facts
on the first two pages. You don’t need to
include your gender or date of birth (or
your hobbies or clean driving licence). You
should consider headings such as: education; teaching experience (if you don’t have
any/much, list the fields you feel qualified to teach); awards/prizes/fellowships;
professional activities (e.g. serving on BSHS

Application form
Most universities now have standardised
application forms, which tend to be the most
time-consuming part of the whole application
because they’re usually designed to cover all
possible university roles and they often ask
you to repeat things that are on your CV. If
it has to be sent as hard-copy, do type it (I’m
amazed how many applicants to my own
university handwrite these forms!).

Good luck!
Aileen Fyfe
University of St Andrews
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Object of the issue

The Science Centre That Wasn’t

Objects don’t necessarily have to have a
material existence for them to be revealing
historical sources. As it celebrated its 350th
Anniversary this year, the Royal Society decamped from its splendid premises in Carlton
House Terrace to the South Bank’s Festival
Hall, where it held a Convocation and its Summer Science Exhibition. This was a nice irony,
for if postwar government planners had had
their way, the Royal Society might have been
quartered on the South Bank, part of a large
Science Centre that was meant to house all
the key British scientific organisations and to
act as a national and international showcase
for British science. That it never materialised
tells us much about the relationships between
the Royal Society, British scientists and the
state in the 20th century.
As Britain began to think ahead about
postwar reconstruction from 1944, Henry
Dale, wartime President of the Royal Society,
saw the opportunity to argue for a new, more
spacious home for the RS. Mindful of the
contributions of science to the war effort, and
of the cramped accommodation for scientific
societies at Burlington House, government
ministers were sympathetic. When Clement
Attlee’s Labour Party came to power in 1945,
ministers and officials discussed the possibility
of a new home for the RS and other scientific societies with Dale’s successor, Robert
Robinson.
When it became apparent in 1949 that
the Patent Office and Library required new
premises because of heavy bomb-damage
during the war, officials working for the Lord
President of the Council (Herbert Morrison)
saw the opportunity for a major new development. They linked the learned societies
scheme with the need for a new Patent Office
and Library, and proposed a ‘Science Centre’
to house the societies, the Patent Office and a
new National Reference Library of Science and
Invention, the new National Research Development Corporation and the various scientific
research councils. Anxious to involve British
science in his economic productivity drive to
lift the country out of austerity, Chancellor of
the Exchequer Stafford Cripps strongly promoted the scheme, and even urged that the
Science Centre should include a ‘scientific club’
where government, industrial and university
scientists could meet and exchange views.
A site close to Waterloo Bridge was chosen,
symbolically close to that other great showcase for postwar British science and culture,
the Festival of Britain – for which Leslie Martin
and his colleagues were at that moment
building the Festival Hall, just upstream. An
announcement was made in Parliament, and
the government-supported scheme began to

Plans for development of the South Bank as reported in the Daily Telegraph in 1953, with
government officials’ annotations for the proposed Science Centre sketched in top left.
Note the prestigious waterfront site allocated to the Royal Society, and the subordinate
positions of the Patent Office and the DSIR. (CAB124/2037, TNA)
move forward, with the intention that the Science Centre should be inaugurated as the Festival of Britain closed, marking the continuity
of the two projects. Herbert Morrison’s officials
discussed architects, and solicited preliminary
plans from Eric Bedford, Chief Architect of the
Ministry of Works (see figure).
At the Royal Society, Robinson’s successor
as President, Edgar Adrian, took a less positive
view. Supported by a small group of conservative Fellows, he warned of the dangers of the
RS being too closely associated physically and
organisationally with government scientific
departments. Amidst wider discussion of the
‘planning’ of science, fears of government
control and the loss of the RS’s ‘independence’
led the group to mobilise opposition to the
Science Centre. They were successful; discussions and consultations dragged on, and
when Churchill’s Conservatives were returned
at the October 1951 General Election, the Science Centre scheme had completely stalled,
with ministers being forced to make evasive
statements in Parliament.
In 1956, officials in the Lord President’s
office sought closure on the Science Centre
scheme, and asked the RS directly if they were
still interested. The RS’s Executive Secretary,
David Martin, replied in truly revealing terms:
A number of very influential members of the
Society are strongly opposed to the project
… Some of those who dislike the project do
so mainly because they think the South Bank

would be a much more inconvenient address
– particularly in not being within walking
distance of the Athenaeum where so many
leading scientists, living in the country, meet
and lunch.
The Athenaeum Club, just off Piccadilly, was
traditionally where much of the organisational
business of British science was informally and
discreetly carried out. The ‘Athenaeum faction’
in the RS was so strongly opposed to the
move that the RS ‘could not really have been
moved to the South Bank unless the Athenaeum were moved too!’
The Science Centre scheme was quietly
shelved in 1957, and formally abandoned in
1958. The South Bank site intended for it eventually solved another long-running quest for
an institutional home: the National Theatre,
designed by Denys Lasdun, opened there in
1976. The Royal Society did eventually move
to a new home in 1967 – its current premises
in Carlton House Terrace, just a stone’s throw
from the Athenaeum Club! And architect Eric
Bedford went on to design an iconic London
landmark – the Post Office Tower. But one
wonders what sort of a landmark he would
have made of the Science Centre on the South
Bank if he’d been given the chance.
Jeff Hughes
CHSTM, University of Manchester
jeff.hughes@manchester.ac.uk
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Viewpoint
350 Years in One
Felicity Henderson looks back at the Royal Society’s anniversary programme
Presumably historians of science are by
now heartily fed up with the Royal Society’s
350th anniversary and are looking forward to
celebrating Hevelius’s 400th birthday or the
centenary of Rutherford’s atomic model next
year. However, as a historian working at the
Society I would like to reflect on some of the
year’s activities that had a specifically historical theme.
A good deal of planning went into every
aspect of the programme, but one of the most
complex tasks was to co-ordinate a series of
events in London and elsewhere run by partner institutions. Some of these were funded
by small grants from the Society. The ‘Local
Heroes’ scheme encouraged local museums,
schools, and special interest groups to host
activities connected with a Fellow from the
local area. There was a huge amount of interest in this from groups all over the country
and a quick look at the Society’s website
shows the range of talks, walks, exhibitions,
re-enactments and family days that have been
put on as part of the programme. In London,
partner institutions are hosting a similarly
wide range of events that are ongoing to the
end of the year. As well as demonstrating
the Fellows’ centrality in British life from the
17th century to the present (but we already
knew that), the programme also shows how
local history can be a powerful tool to engage
people’s interest in a wider topic. Many people
who attend these events may not think of
themselves as interested in the history of science; but who wouldn’t want to find out more
about ‘How William Astbury’s X-ray Vision
Changed the World’ at the Thackray Museum
in Leeds?
The Royal Society’s own history of science
events programme was slightly derailed by
the closure of the library for refurbishment
earlier this year. The library re-opened in July
as part of the Society’s new Centre for History
of Science, which will offer an expanded programme of events for a range of audiences.
One of the aims of the Centre is to bring
scientists and historians into closer collaboration on history projects. This began in April at
the conference ‘The Royal Society and Science
in the Twentieth Century’, at which Fellows,
historians, and Royal Society staff members
spoke about the Society’s role in 20th century
science. (See review in the last issue - Ed.) The
audience was a mix of historians, scientists,
staff, students and interested members of the
public, and the Centre will continue to explore
event formats that bring these audiences
together.

The Society also mounted a public exhibition of its own historical artefacts at Carlton
House Terrace. Limited space meant that the
choice of objects for display was extremely
difficult, but since the exhibition was aimed
at a general audience there were some old
favourites (such as Newton’s death mask)
that had to be included. The Royal Society’s
hard-working PR team managed to interest
the press in one item in particular, a list of
scientific projects compiled by Robert Boyle
sometime in the decades following the foundation of the Society. The list, with its grand
dreams of ‘the prolongation of life’, ‘the art of
flying’, and ‘the attaining of gigantick dimensions’, captured people’s imaginations, and
the exhibition was featured in the national
press, radio, and television. Informal feedback
has shown that around 80 percent of exhibition visitors have not been to the Society
before (unlike our events audiences in which
repeat visitors make up a significant proportion of the numbers). Whether motivated by
curiosity about the institution itself, or about
the objects on display, people have made the
effort to book onto a guided tour and come
in. Giving tours has been a very rewarding
experience. Apart from visitors’ obvious interest in the displays, it’s a great opportunity to
address one of the great Royal Society myths
and explain that Newton probably did not
secretly destroy a portrait of Hooke.

Branded water at the Royal Society.

For me, the Society’s anniversary programme has really emphasised the fact that
people are genuinely interested in history,
including the history of science. They are
keen to engage with history through events,
exhibitions, books, and websites, and it can
be very rewarding to speak to new audiences. I would love to see more historians of
science working with museums, libraries and
archives to present aspects of their work to
non-academic audiences. Many institutions,
particularly smaller ones, welcome this kind of
interaction. For academics, it need not mean a
huge investment of time or energy. Academics
bring ideas; cultural institutions have experience of audiences, promotion, and project
management that ensure these ideas get off
the ground. The relationship can be beneficial
to both sides, potentially allowing access to
new sources of funding and new audiences.
With ‘impact’ continuing to be a requirement
for funders, and likely to play a part in future
research assessment programmes, historians
should make the most of opportunities to
enter into partnerships with public-facing
institutions.
Felicity Henderson
Events and Exhibitions Manager,
Royal Society Centre for History of Science
felicity.henderson@royalsociety.org
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Royal Society Anniversary Reviews
Book

senior professional scientists and mathematicians with active records in making difficult
scientific ideas accessible and relevant to
the educated and curious public. Hence we
Bill Bryson (ed.) Seeing Further: have, for instance, an entertaining account by
The Story of Science & The Royal geneticist Steve Jones of our current understanding of biodiversity, a spirited defence
Society, HarperPress, 2010,
of the importance of climate change action,
ISBN-13: 978-0007302567, 496 even in the face of uncertainty, by the late
Stephen Schneider of Stanford and the IPCC,
pages, £25
and a typically sensible and moderate bit of
futurology by Martin Rees, current President
of the Society.
Of the more obviously historical essays,
Simon Schaffer (on lightning rods) and Richard Holmes (on ballooning) both tackle entertaining episodes from the 1780s where the
question of the credibility of witnesses, some
fellows of the Society, some not, was at stake.
Both emphasise the relevance of institutional
affiliation to credibility in times of controversy,
“the fundamental relation in the history of
science between what people say, and who
they are”, as Schaffer puts it. Georgina Ferry’s
excellent account of X-ray crystallography in
the 20th century shows why corporations, formal and informal, the Royal Society being only
one, matter in the creation of scientific knowledge. Of the completion in 1969 of the detailing of the structure of insulin, Ferry notes that
“no single individual could have done this”,
and that protein crystallography “offers a
prime example of a style of science that is the
“Nobody had ever done anything quite like
antithesis of the ‘lone genius’ model”.
this before, or would do it half as well again”,
Such a model is regrettably taken for
Bill Bryson tells us of the foundation of the
granted rather than justified in several essays,
Royal Society in his gushing introduction
however. Furthermore, historical actors and
to this authorised celebration of 350 years
their ideas, invariably Bacon, Newton or
of “decade after productive decade” at the
Darwin, are parachuted into essays in a crude
Society, which he goes on to describe as “the
and unhelpful way. Complex, obscure and
scientific conscience of the nation”. Well, up
debatable concepts and texts are extracted
to a point. Thomas Sprat’s 1667 History of the
from their historical context and reduced to
Royal Society was published precisely in order single and unproblematic meanings. Novelto defend the Society against criticisms of
ist Rebecca Newberger Goldstein tells us
limited productivity in its first decade, and
that “by hypothesis, Newton means empiriin order to distinguish it from and elevate it
cally unattached claims about reality”, whilst
above very similar societies formed in the
palaeontologist Richard Fortey breezily tells us
1650s in Paris and in Florence. Biographical
that “in modern terminology”, by “philosophiaccounts of institutions that claim uniqueness, cal” Gilbert White in 1778 meant “testable
insist on priority, and imply an essential and
hypothesis”, and Phillip Ball tells us that in
singular shared purpose to members’ endeav- Bacon’s reference to “the knowledge of causes,
ours across space and time are invariably writ- and secret motion of things” we recognise
ten because of the very lack of shared purpose “familiar goals of scientific enquiry”. Again, up
amongst members of that institution.
to a point. It is not that we shouldn’t work out
Thankfully few contributors follow Bryson’s
what these people thought, or perhaps try to
unnecessarily reductive historical model
translate it into contemporary language, but it
because not too many are really historical, nor should be recognised how tricky this is to do:
are many primarily about the history of the
what Bacon, let alone Newton, thought was
Royal Society. Of the 20 or so essays in this
meant by “the secret motion of things” is quite
beautifully illustrated and almost indulgently
debatable. More fundamentally, it should
colourful volume, novelists, historians and
be recognised that one cannot begin with
science writers author about half, with the
the assumption that there is a singular and
other half written by practitioner-popularisers: consistent philosophy of science, or scientific

method, shared between “us” and a select
coterie of historical figures, or, if there is one,
then it needs to be explained rather than just
implied.
Lastly, although there is some excellent
writing here, there is also a fair bit of pomposity and convoluted language. Margaret Wertheim, in an essay that jumps from Dante to
Newton to Star Trek, tells us that “in the 16th
century the tectonic plates of the Western
psyche began to shift”, but worse is Newberger Goldstein, who in an account of new
mathematical and experimental approaches
in the early modern period booms like Brian
Blessed that “it was a time of epistemological
urgency” and that “a grand unifying cathedral
of thought was crumbling”. A page later we
again encounter the “old crumbling teleological cathedral” and furthermore “the capacious
space into which genius could expand” after
that cathedral had, well, crumbled. Ouch.
Nicky Reeves
University of Cambridge
nr218@cam.ac.uk

Exhibition
The Royal Society: 350 Years of
Science, 7 June – 19 November
2010 (advance booking required: see http://www.royalsociety.org/350-years-exhibition)
The Royal Society’s 350th anniversary is generating plenty of interest and has prompted a
wide range of events around London and the
rest of the country. Among these, the opening
of the Society’s refurbished library and the
launch of their Centre for the History of Science took place this summer, coinciding with
a new exhibition that features some of the
gems from their object, book and manuscript
collections.
The displays are mounted in various rooms,
corridors and corners over three floors of the
Society’s buildings. While this makes it difficult
to present a narrative, it does allow for the
enjoyable experience of wandering freely
over the building. My visit was during the
June week in which the exhibition was open
without appointment; subsequent visitors
(except during Open House weekend, 18-19
September, and evening lectures) will need
to book in advance. It is worth remembering,
however, that most people will probably see
the exhibits somewhat haphazardly in the
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19th-century collection of Newtoniana (death
mask, lock of hair, putative pieces of apple
tree, portraits etc.), which might encourage
some self-reflection as visitors are asked,
in the neighbouring panel, to vote for their
scientific hero. On this floor topics such as
popularisation, illustration, reform of the
Society and government-sponsored science
are also briefly introduced.
The basement, however, is very much open
to all staff and visitors, and the displays here
do treat topics that are less typical: 20th Century and Women in Science. This latter display,
focusing on Hertha Ayrton and Dorothy Hodgkin, does not, perhaps, make clear just how
tardy the Society was in admitting women, or
their extreme minority status. A quick glance
at the scientists admitted to the Royal Society
in 2010, whose photographs happen to be
displayed on the same floor, suggests that
things have not moved on a great deal: 6 out
of the 52 new Fellows and Foreign Members
First Floor displays outside the Society’s Library and Centre for History of Science:
are women.
Chelsea Physic Garden and Heroes of Science.
It is fair that the Society should present an
institutional history, but it might have done
The various sections of the exhibition cancourse of attending meetings and other busimore to reveal the serious criticisms and disanot really be separated from the positions in
ness at the Society.
greements that have featured throughout its
A special visit is certainly worthwhile. Some which they are displayed. I was particularly
history. Despite this it is wonderful to see so
struck that the most public spaces presented
80% of the objects have not been displayed
much of the Society’s space given over to its
parts of the story which are relatively familiar.
before and, although the usual suspects –
history and collections, and their breadth may
The nicely-designed ground floor displays
such as Newton’s telescope and Hauksbee’s
help to expand FRS’s sense of their own past.
and interactives focus on the early days of the
air pump – are naturally on view, they stand
At the Society’s major anniversary events, the
Society, featuring figures such as Boyle, Oldenalongside botanical drawings, manuscripts
President and other Fellows have mentioned
and collections of curiosities like intaglios and burg, Hooke, Pepys, Newton and Wren. Up in
Boyle, Wren, Hooke, Newton and Darwin: let
terellae. In the Library there are cases display- the only non-library space of the 1st floor we
us hope that their range of reference is widfind Darwin’s Origin of Species.
ing 18th- and 19th-century instruments,
ened come the 400th anniversary.
Some more subtle themes appear just
illustrating Royal Society involvement with, for
example, exploration and official weights and outside and within the Library, areas which
Rebekah Higgitt
measures. There are also a number of graphics are presumably frequented by visitors with
National Maritime Museum
an existing interest in the history of science.
displays featuring topics ranging from the
rebekah.higgitt@nmm.ac.uk
There is, for example, some of Charles Turnor’s
Society’s various homes to HMS Challenger.

17th-Century Treasures
in the Royal Society’s
Marble Hall.
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Reports of Meetings

BSHS Annual Conference
University of Aberdeen, 22-25th July 2010
Even for the most partial of North-Eastern
Scots (and Reader, I am one) the conjunction
of “Aberdeen” and “glorious weather” is not the
most natural of fits. Luckily for the attendees
at this year’s BSHS Annual Conference, the
Granite City was at its glittering best and the
late July sunshine meant that the University
of Aberdeen’s16th-century King’s College – in
whose modern Conference facilities the sessions were held – made for a happy atmosphere for the four days.
Beginning with Mario Biagioli’s plenary lecture (on ‘Venetian Tech-Transfer: How Galileo
Copied the Telescope’), the academic sessions
proved extremely stimulating and explored
a diverse range of topics. The number of
parallel sessions meant, naturally, unavoidable
clashes between sessions and the inability
to attend papers which promised much from
their abstracts. That such clashes occurred,
however, spoke of the strength of the Conference programme.
Papers ranged across time period and
discipline and topics covered everything from
forensics to fairy-tales, biology to brainwashing and palaeontology to pasteurising. On
paper, the session ‘Artifacts: Material Culture,
music and sound’, perhaps seemed the most

idiosyncratic on offer, but consisting as it did
of analysing the emergence of such instruments as Player Pianos and Bellowphones in
the cultures of the turn of the 20th century,
alongside the different approaches to technology of avant-garde composers such as
Karl-Heinz Stockhausen and
Daphne Oram, the session
slotted perfectly into place at a
History of Science conference.
Saturday’s Outreach Day
Programme - organised by the
BSHS Outreach and Education Committee – offered an
adjunct to that day’s other
sessions. I managed to attend
two of the papers: Jenny Brown
of Aberdeen Art Gallery &
Museums focused on ‘Engaging Audiences at Aberdeen
Museums’, but her presentation
made wider points about how
the specifities of local collections need not be a hindrance
when it comes to reaching
out to audiences. Meanwhile
Elizabeth Hallam and Anna
Maerker’s session ‘Making the
Perfect War Horse: Exploring
Object Centred Events’ extrapolated from their research into
the 19th-century anatomical
model maker Louis Auzoux,
into the outreach possibilities
their work offered.
The social aspect of the ConDelegates (above and top right) enjoy the splendid Aberference was strong: so strong in
deen sunshine.

fact, that on the Thursday evening delegates
filled up the Machar Bar, the nearest pub to
the Conference site (full marks to the lone
barman who dealt with the thirsts of the many
delegates all night). Friday evening’s reception included an enjoyable Whisky Tasting
held in the Divinity Library (I’m still wondering if Divinity graduates in previous centuries
would have approved or disapproved of
such imbibing) and the fact the Conference
was being held in north of the border meant
Saturday’s Conference Dinner would flower
into a Ceilidh. Gamely, the majority of attending delegates took to the floor for at least one
dance and special mention has to be made of
the Ceilidh band for their name alone – Danse
McCabre.
Given the pleasant and relaxed atmosphere
of the Conference, it seems rather harsh to
touch on any negative aspects: aside from
some long queues at meal times, I did feel
sorry for speakers (and audiences) outwith the
main Conference Centre in the nearby Taylor
building and sensed that this geographical
separation resulted in lower attendances for
the papers held there.
This was the first time I had attended a BSHS
Annual Conference: for the range and quality
of the papers heard, the stimulating company
– of both new acquaintances and old friends –
and the attractive scenery, I have the impression I could not have chosen a more enjoyable
first year to attend.
Ross MacFarlane
Research Officer, Wellcome Library
r.macfarlane@wellcome.ac.uk
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BSHS-Sponsored Conferences
Science and Technology in the
European Periphery
National University of Ireland,
Galway, 17-20th June 2010

the republic at the moment that has undergraduate studies dedicated to HSTM, and has
just launched a new Master’s programme in
the History of Ideas and Culture.
Although rarely considering Ireland in the
larger European perspective, Fyfe says that
Irish historians have struggled to distinHistorians of science have been increasingly
guish their country’s history from Britain’s by
examining the global transmission of ideas
examining Ireland through the fashionable
between cores and peripheries. Their work
post-colonial lens. “Much of the work done
has brought into focus the complex ways
seems to be implicitly underlined by a desire
in which knowledge circulates between
to rescue Irish science from the British shadow
geographical locations and people, scientists
by demonstrating that Ireland really did have
and non-scientists, notably in India, China,
some ‘eminent’ scientists”, she says. “Those of
and Latin America. Yet there is still much to
us who are trying to develop a more sophisexplore in terms of these relationships in Euticated historiographical approach to history
ropean science. The continent itself has been of science in Ireland felt that the STEP model
subdivided into centres and peripheries in
might be a way forward: rather than always
which France, Germany, and Britain have long seeing Ireland as an underdog compared to
dominated the historiography.
Britain, it might be more fruitful to see the
Over the past eleven years, a group of
many similarities between Ireland and other
European scholars have sought to challenge
small European countries – ‘peripheral’ or not”.
notions of centre-periphery on the continent
STEP members across the continent have
and highlight the history of science as it circu- been working through similar issues. Josep
lates within and between under-represented
Simon of STEP’s Steering Committee agrees
countries such as Spain, Greece, Belgium,
that STEP is a useful tool “to overcome the
Denmark, Hungary, and Turkey. The members problems shaped by ‘peripherality’ both in
of this research group, Science and Technollocal academic contexts and in international
ogy in the European Periphery (STEP), have
scholarship”. European universities – such as
published a number of books, articles and
those in Athens, Lisbon, Barcelona, Valencia,
special sections in journals, as well as holding and Aarhus – have created significant history
seven biannual conferences.
of science studies which have both facilitated
STEP 2010 was held in a country that has
STEP and benefitted from its activities. New
received little attention in the historiography
research by the STEP group on scientific
of science: Ireland. The National University of
expertise, material culture, women in science,
Ireland, Galway (NUIG) is the only institution in and comparative and cross-national history is

The organizers of the STEP 2010 conference, from left: Nick Tosh (NUIG), Anders
Lundgren (University of Uppsala), Faidra Papanelopoulou (University of Athens), Aileen
Fyfe (NUIG), and Juliana Adelman (Trinity College Dublin). Missing from the photo is key
organiser David Nofre (University of Amsterdam).

emerging from this year’s conference, which
featured 16 sessions on diverse topics such
as laboratory cultures, chemical periodic law,
national identities, and science and religion.
In response to the prevailing nationalized
histories of science, STEP’s research efforts
are aiming to bolster transnational studies of
HSTM in a global context, one in which underrepresented countries will hopefully become
more visible.
For more information on STEP, visit their
website at http://web.cc.uoa.gr/step. The
most recent anthology published by STEP
members is the well-reviewed Popularizing Science and Technology in the European Periphery
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2009).
Christopher Laursen
University of British Columbia
laursenc@interchange.ubc.ca

Managing Knowledge in the
Techno-Sciences, 1850-2000
University of Leeds, 5-8th July
2010
July saw the first international conference to
arise from “Owning and Disowning Invention”;
an AHRC funded collaboration between the
Universities of Leeds and Bristol. The project
explores knowledge management during
the late 19th and early 20th century, a period
in which rapid scientific and technological
innovation coincided with major debate on
the role of patenting and the coining of the
phrase “intellectual property”. With the objective of connecting historical accounts with
contemporary discussions, the chronological
landscape for the conference was expanded
to cover the mid-19th century to the present.
Graeme Gooday and Greg Radick of the
Centre for HPS at the University of Leeds were
the organizers and indefatigable hosts, and
Devonshire Hall at the University provided
an appealingly leafy setting, complete with
impressive catering (especially the much
needed hearty breakfasts) and an atmosphere
that was friendly and vibrant. There was a
strongly inter-disciplinary feel to proceedings;
aside from the diverse group of historians
in attendance, colleagues from law, philosophy, bioethics, business management and
many other backgrounds were present. The
conference also coincided with a symposium
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on intellectual property in the biosciences,
organised by the White Rose Consortium,
which delegates were able to attend. Consequently there was a real sense that the
perplexing question of how intellectual
property has been made (and unmade) can
only be answered through a consolidation of
resources across different areas of expertise.
The variability and fluidity of methods that
have been used to control and own knowledge quickly became apparent. Papers were
given on the construction of property around
pioneering flights in the early 20th century,
software piracy in the 1980s, the relationship
between priority of discovery and priority of
publication and the use of trade secrecy in the
brewing industry to mention just a few. The
plenary lecture was delivered by Mario Biagioli, recently of Harvard but now moving to a
new appointment at University of California,
Davis. In a paper entitled “What has happened
to ‘discovery’ and ‘invention’? Intersecting the
discourse of patent law and science studies”, he explored the changing ways in which
invention has been conceptualised. Patenting
has historically been associated with a final
material product of a process of invention, an
equation which was well suited to the age of
industrialisation. But as Biagioli argued, recent
cases in the USA, where the patentability
of non-material entities (such as diagnostic
methods) is being hotly debated, point to the
limitations in continuing to do so. The lecture
was rounded off nicely with a reception in the
rather magnificent surroundings of the University’s Brotherton Library, where everyone
gathered to drink wine; gaze in eerie wonder
at locks of Mozart and Beethoven’s hair and
witness Simon Schaffer receive the BSHS Slade
prize (see photo on page 4 - Ed.).
The conference concluded with a discussion about the direction in which the history
of intellectual property in the techno-sciences
might go. Further exploration of how it has
been understood in the non-western world
was one of the issues raised, as was the
need to examine histories of copyright and
trade marking in more detail. Ultimately the
meeting provided scholars not only with the
chance to engage with others working on
similar subjects, but will no doubt prove to be
a springboard for many future conferences
and collaborations.

Theories and Methods:
Literature, Science and Medicine

Postgraduate students at the third LitSciMed event.

‘LitSciMed’ is a two-year long programme of
events funded by the AHRC to train current
PhD students in a new sub-discipline. Led
by the University of Salford and involving
twelve collaborating partners in total, the
programme has already attracted over 40 PhD
students to the three events it has held so far.
The accompanying social networking space,
where students and academic experts, can
discuss, message, and blog, currently has 77
members.
The list of collaborators is a wish-list of the
major museums, archives, and libraries in
the UK, and a selection of the key academic
institutions, that have particular research
interest in the interrelations and connections
that may exist between literature, science and
medicine in a number of historical periods.
Partners comprise the Universities of Keele,
Leicester, King’s College, London, Manchester,
and Salford; the Wellcome Library, the Royal
Institution, the National Maritime Museum,
the Science Museum, the Museum of Science
and Industry, the Royal College of Surgeons,
the John Ryland’s Library, and the London
Consortium. Each of these partners has
agreed to host part of one of the six events,
which taken together are intended as a
Sally Frampton
programme of training particularly suited to a
University of Leeds
first-year PhD student.
sally_frampton@hotmail.com
20 students compete for places on each of
the events, the first of which was a residential
week held at the beginning of January 2010
at the very beautiful and extremely homely
St Deinol’s Library, Gladstone’s library, near
Chester. The real mix of disciplines at this and
subsequent events demonstrates the potential appeal of discussion of ‘LitSciMed’: there

were students with backgrounds in English
Literature, History of Medicine, History of Science, Philosophy, Creative Writing, and even
Midwifery. The hugely impressive and varied
subjects of students’ PhD theses revealed
the quantity and quality of work being done
within the field. At this first event a real community emerged, aided partly by the fact that
we were snowed in (students made a snow
Gladstone in the library’s grounds), and partly
by the communal activities, seminars, lectures,
workshops, and mealtimes. Tutors came in
from a number of different institutions to
teach specific approaches or ideas that were
felt to comprise a good introduction: sessions
included such topics as a survey of the history
of medicine from 1500 to 1930 (Stephanie
Snow, University of Manchester), ‘Empiricism
and the Novel’ (Charlotte Sleigh, University of
Kent), and Literature and Science (Martin Willis, University of Glamorgan), and much more.
Students gave individual presentations on
their own PhD work, and were asked to maintain a reflective diary of the week’s experiences, which were posted on the social space,
and an example of which has been published
on the programme’s website.
The second event took place in London, at
the beginning of March, and involved three
days hosted respectively by the Wellcome
Library, King’s College, London, and the Royal
College of London. After the introductory
residential event, subsequent events were
planned to cover specific themes; this has led
to a different applicants for each event, while
retaining a core that will hopefully follow
the entire programme. One of the clearest
benefits to the training programme thus far
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has been the creation and continuing expansion of a network of interested students and
academic staff. The loose ‘theme’ of this event
concerned the use of objects in ‘LitSciMed’
research, and over the three days of this event,
students visited a number of London exhibitions to test out the theoretical questions
being discussed in parallel sessions. To this
end, we visited the ‘Medicine Man’ exhibition
at the Wellcome, the Foundling Museum, the
Grant Museum, and the Hunterian Museum at
the Royal College of Surgeons. During these
visits, students looked out for an object that
spoke particularly to their research, delivering
five-minute presentations on the subject on
the final day. These have been subsequently
written up into 500-word museum-style
object descriptions and can be found on the
website.
The third event was held at the Royal
Institution and National Maritime Museum
on 1-2 July this year. The day spent at the RI
concerned the use of archives and manuscript
sources, while the second day at the NMM
encouraged students to develop techniques
in using and analysing different approaches
to the history of voyaging, exploration and
navigation. As with previous events, staff at
the host institutions were joined by guest
speakers with particular expertise in the subject being discussed. For this event, students
heard from David Knight (Durham), Michael
Hunter (Birkbeck), and Crosbie Smith (Kent).
Owing to students’ summer research plans in
the UK, we were able to include at this event
some international students from the Universities of Alberta, Canada, Toulouse and Cornell.
The next event will be held at the Universities of Manchester and Salford in January
2011, to discuss ‘Philosophy and Sociology of
Science for Literature and History Students’
and ‘Poetry and Science’. Application forms for
this event will go online on 1 November and
all interested PhD students are warmly invited
to apply. The deadline for applications will
be 1 December. Those who gain one of the
20 places will join a community of enthusiastic and committed participants, all keen to
discuss the merits and challenges of studying
within an interdisciplinary field. All future
events can be seen on our website.
Anyone is welcome to join the LitSciMed
social space, by emailing Cristina da Costa
(C.MendesdaCosta@salford.ac.uk). The
LitSciMed website (www.litscimed.org.uk)
is intended as a legacy to the face-to-face
training programme, and already you can see
powerpoint presentations, slidecasts, films of
lectures, student-authored material, and reading lists that make the website a resource for
the future study of interconnections between
literature, science and medicine.

To mark the 2010 BSHS Annual Meeting
in Aberdeen, a small display of historic
instruments of science was arranged
at Marishcal College and, in addition,
a few of Patrick Copland’s instruments
accompanied a display of historic books
at King’s College. An online exhibition of
the exhibition captions and instruments
is now available at: http://www.abdn.
ac.uk/~nph126/BSHS.shtml

science. Hardly a novel idea to historians of
science, but nice to see it on the BBC nonetheless. Mosley thus presents a science show
that is not framed purely round scientists,
but also makes reference to patronage and
power, trade and money, war and religion. In
other words, the show thankfully takes into
‘The Story of Science: Power,
account social, cultural, economic and politiProof and Passion’, BBC 2, 27th
cal context.
With all these different factors in play, how
April-1st June 2010.
does the Story of Science manage to successfully explore each big question in the space of
‘What is out there? What is the world made of?
an hour? Being constructed around somewhat
How did we get here? Can we have unlimited
vague questions, rather than specific discipower? What is the secret of life? Who are
plines or theories, the show has a considerwe?’ These are the Big Questions dealt with
able degree of choice in which particular
by Michael Mosley in the BBC’s recent history
scientific developments it chooses to present.
of science series, the Story of Science: Power,
At some times, the decisions made can be
Proof and Passion. Mosley’s a seasoned proa bit disappointing. I would have preferred
ducer and presenter of science programmes
‘What is the world made of?’ to spend less
at the BBC, as well as having the scientific
time on chemistry, and more on physics, and
credentials of a background in medicine and
I was surprised that ‘Can we have unlimited
the prestigious title of the One Show’s ‘science
power?’ deliberately didn’t deal with atomic
man’.
power, declaring this to be another story (the
He’s an enthusiastic presenter, although
Manhattan Project was referred to in another
who wouldn’t be when making a show that
episode, but not for long). There are also some
allows you, in the space of ten viewing minnotably absent figures: while the omission of
utes, to sail a boat, ride a horse and catch a lizany reference to Lamarck, in ‘How did we get
ard with a tiny noose? (Credit should, however,
here?’, can be explained by another disciplibe given to him for continuing to maintain
nary choice, a focus on geology, the same
such enthusiasm whilst being repeatedly spat
treatment towards Charles Lyell is baffling.
at by an orang-utan) Activities such as these
However, this does mean that you do come
are some of the ways this show tries to deal
across many lesser known characters, and,
with the tricky problem of how to put history,
after the events of last year, it’s refreshing
and science, on TV, thankfully bypassing the
to have more time spent on Robert Chamoften awkward technique of dramatisation.
bers, and his Vestiges, than Charles Darwin.
Mosley also recreates classic experiments,
Furthermore, each episode, while forced to
leafs through historic texts and rides James
omit certain characters and developments, is
Watt’s steam engine. This is accompanied by
chronologically inclusive, spanning centuthe obligatory, but always appreciated, beautiries and bringing each question nicely up to
ful shots of various nature things. Meanwhile
date. So overall a success from the BBC, and,
Mosley is travelling all around the world, to
as this is the corporation’s self-proclaimed
Jamaica (home of the lizard noose), as well
‘year of science’, anybody looking for more
as visiting the likes of Paris and Prague, and
details (without reading any books) might be
the slightly less exotic windy west coast of
lucky enough to find them in one of the more
Scotland.
focused histories on offer. (For an example, see
The overarching message of the show is
‘Chemistry: A Volatile History’ in Viewpoint 92.)
that our modern view of nature was not created from a series of flashes of genius, but has
Sharon Ruston
Imogen Clarke
instead been shaped by factors outside of the
University of Salford
University of Manchester
scientific world, in turn themselves shaped by

s.ruston@salford.ac.uk

Television
Review

imogen.clarke-2@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
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HPSTM People:
The Questionnaire
Jim Bennett, Director of the Museum
of the History of Science, Oxford
Who or what first turned you towards the
History of Science, Technology and Medicine (HSTM)?
Probably like many others in the field, IB
HPS (as it was called) in Cambridge. I didn’t
grow up in a bookish home at all and I got
by at school by doing science because you
could get it sorted, get the answer, and go
off to something more appealing – sport in
my case. Arts subjects seemed impossibly
open-ended; I even failed O-level English
language at the first attempt. At Cambridge
I found that science wasn’t easy any more,
or all that interesting, but I was rescued in
the second year by the HPS option and I discovered that somehow I really liked libraries
and reading, and even liked the revelation
that there weren’t clear answers in HPS in
the way I had come to expect. I was amazed
to find that I could read one account of
something or other and find that compelling, but then read a contrary one and find
that just as convincing. I know it’s obvious
but that was a really new and exciting experience. And then Part II (as it was called) was
a joy. I particularly remember supervisions
with Gerd Buchdahl, which went on far too
long, with me only vaguely aware of what
he was telling us (I always felt exhilarated,
somehow, even when I didn’t understand),
but if I ventured some banal contribution
or other, Gerd would see profound content
in it that I couldn’t have imagined. Was it
kindness, or did he really think we were as
deeply engaged with Descartes or Kant as
he was?
What’s your best dinner-table HSTM story?
I first came to London in 1966, selected
by some branch of the Northern Ireland
Government to attend the International
Youth Science Fortnight. In line with the
international ethos, I shared a room with a
German boy and a Swede, the latter called
Svante Lindqvist. Some 25 or so years later
I noticed that someone of that name was
a Professor of the History of Technology in
Stockholm and I wrote to him, tentatively
enquiring whether we might have met as
schoolboys. Svante went on to be Director

of the Nobel Museum and he is convinced
that our roommate, on whose name we can’t
agree, must be director of a science museum
somewhere in Germany. So far we have failed
to track him down but perhaps this announcement in Viewpoint will bring closure at last.
What has been your best career moment?
I took a blackboard to Tony Benn’s house, for
him to use it for my blackboard exhibition,
and, because he seemed to need the company, the two of us talked away the evening for
hours. He seemed to know all about Short’s in
Belfast (where my father had worked) and the
Ulster Workers’ Strike. Actually that gives me a
worst moment – finding that this memorable
evening isn’t mentioned in The Benn Diaries.
Which historical person would you most like
to meet?
Jesse Ramsden, doyen of English instrument
makers. He managed to charm and infuriate
everyone, with little regard to their status.
During the day, he might impress scientific
visitors by holding court in the workshop in
Piccadilly, then pass the evening with a few
apprentices, talking and working on a drawing
or two, sustained by bread and porter. I would
join in singing his favourite ballad: ‘If she is not
so true to me / What care I to whom she be?’
If you did not work in HSTM, what other career

might you choose?
I imagine myself as an architect, but I don’t
suppose I’d have made the grade. Well,
perhaps a civil engineer. I loved mechanical
drawing at school and when I was in Belfast
recently, having to clear out my mother’s
flat, I found an old, but good, T-square that
I had bought myself as a schoolboy. I must
have had a drawing board as well but I
couldn’t find that. Those must have been
significant purchases at the time.
What would you do to strengthen HSTM as
a discipline?
The present mix seems to have served us
fairly well for the past decade or so but one
weakness is support for entering graduate
students. When we ran a Master’s degree
at the Museum, we had plenty of oversees
students but very few funded British ones.
It would be good to see more support
directed there.
How do you see the future shape of HSTM?
Overall I am fairly optimistic, though in
the context of reduced funding generally.
HSTM has a tradition of living on its wits
and being resourceful in finding a range of
academic niches to inhabit. That might help
us cope relatively well in the coming years.
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Announcements
Conferences

Monica Price of the Oxford University Museum
of Natural History on the Corsi collection of
ornamental stones, and the historian Karolyn
Shindler on the life and letters of the 19th
century fossil collector, Barbara Hastings.
To receive further information and notices
about the conference or to propose a talk or
exhibition, e-mail Nina Morgan on ninamorgan@lineone.net.

European Association for the
History of Medicine and Health
Biennial Conference, ‘Body and
Mind in the History of Medicine
and Health’, 1st-4th September
2011, Utrecht, The Netherlands Georges Lemaître Anniversary Conference, 7th-11th April
Co-organized by the Descartes Centre for the
2011, Sidney Sussex College,
History and Philosophy of the Sciences and
Cambridge
the Humanities and by the University Medical
Centre Utrecht

The Faraday Institute for Science and Religion,
St. Edmund’s College, Cambridge in collaboraDeadline for proposals: 1st December 2010
tion with the Pontifical Academy of Sciences
and the Pontifical Gregorian University, will be
Keynote speakers: Floris Cohen, Jacalyn Dufhosting this conference in celebration of the
fin, Annemarie Mol and Roger Smith
80th anniversary of the publication of Lemaître’s seminal paper on the Primeval Atom
Email: EAHMHconference2011@umcuwhich led to the theory of the Big Bang. The
trecht.nl
Belgian physicist and Catholic priest Georges
Lemaître was a member of St. Edmund’s ColWebsite: http://www.eahmh.net/
lege during his time in Cambridge when he
was working with Arthur Stanley Eddington.

Conference on Geological
Collectors and Collecting
4th-5th April 2011, Natural History Museum
The History of Geology Group (HOGG), a
group affiliated with the Geological Society of
London, will be holding a conference about
Geological Collectors and Collecting. The conference will take place on 4-5 April 2011 at the
Flett Theatre at the Natural History Museum
in London, and is timed coincide the Christies
planned sale of natural history artefacts. Convenors include John Henry (HOGG member,
and proprietor of 19th Century Geological
Maps), Sarah Long (Head of Palaeontology
Collections at the Natural History Museum in
London), and Nina Morgan (Science writer and
HOGG committee member).
This two day event will include talks, exhibitions, workshops and behind the scenes tours
on topics of interest to collectors of geological
material of all kinds, including books, maps,
minerals, and fossils. It will also include discussions about historical collections and policy
issues related to collections and care of collections. Confirmed speakers include Julian
Wilson of Christies on the history of collecting,
Tom Sharpe of the National Museum of Wales
on the Museum’s geological map collection,

Speakers and topics will include:
Prof. John Barrow FRS [Cambridge University], Lemaître and the Anthropic Principle
Dr William Carroll [Oxford University], Thomas Aquinas, Creation and the Big Bang
Dr George Coyne S.J. [Vatican Observatory],
Lemaître: Science and Religion
Prof. George Ellis FRS [University of Cape
Town], A Critique of Multiverse Theories
Prof. Michał Heller [Pontifical Academy of
Theology, Cracow], Lemaître, the Big Bang
and the Quantum Universe
Revd Dr Rodney Holder [The Faraday Institute], Lemaître and Hoyle
Prof. Helge Kragh [Aarhus University], Lemaître’s Scientific Contributions
Prof. Dominique Lambert [University of
Namur], Introducing Lemaître
Prof. Don Page [University of Alberta], The
case for the Multiverse
Revd Dr John Polkinghorne KBE FRS [Cam-

bridge University], Theological Reflections
Prof. Paul Shellard [Cambridge University],
The Big Bang: Recent Advances
Dr William Stoeger S.J. [Vatican Observatory], The significance of Inhomogeneous
Cosmological models
Prof. Keith Ward FBA [Oxford University],
Philosophical Reflections on Modern Cosmology
For more information, see http://www.
faraday-institute.org, or call 01223 741281.

Grants
Bakken Travel Grants
Scholars and artists are invited to apply for
travel fellowships and grants, which the
Bakken Library and Museum in Minneapolis
offers to encourage research in its collection
of books, journals, manuscripts, prints, and instruments. The awards are to be used to help
defray the expenses of travel, subsistence, and
other direct costs of conducting research at
the Bakken for researchers who must travel
some distance and pay for temporary housing
in the Twin Cities in order to conduct research
at the Bakken.
1.
Visiting Research Fellowships are
awarded up to a maximum of $1,500; the
minimum period of residence is two weeks,
and preference is given to researchers who are
interested in collaborating informally for a day
or two with Bakken staff during their research
visit.
2.
Research Travel Grants are awarded
up to a maximum of $500 (domestic) and
$750 (foreign); the minimum period of residence is one week.
The next application deadline for either
type of research assistance is 11th February
2011.
For more details and application guidelines,
please contact:
Elizabeth Ihrig, Librarian
The Bakken Library and Museum
3537 Zenith Avenue So.
Minneapolis, MN., 55416
tel 612-926-3878 ext. 227
fax (612) 927-7265
e-mail Ihrig@thebakken.org
http://www.thebakken.org
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The British Journal for the History of Science
The December issue of BJHS will include the following, plus book reviews:
Special Issue: Circulation and Locality in Early Modern Science (Special Issue Editors: Mary Terrall and Kapil Raj)
Kapil Raj, ‘Introduction: Circulation and Locality in Early Modern Science’
Martha Few, ‘Circulating Smallpox Knowledges: José Flores, Maya Indians, and Designing the Royal Maritime Vaccination Expedition, 1780-1803’
Catarina Madeira Santos, ‘Administrative Knowledge in a Colonial Context: Angola in the Eighteenth-Century’
Jane Murphy, ‘Locating the Sciences in Eighteenth-Century Egypt’
Mary Terrall, ‘Following Insects Around: Tools and Techniques of Natural History’
Jakob Vogel, ‘Locality and Circulation in the Habsburg Empire: Disputing the Carlsbad Medical Salt, 1763-1784’

www.bshs.org.uk/bjhs
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